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Company
Spotlight on

Company
in the Spotlight The Physiotherapy Centre.

with Clinic Director

Sarah Norris

T

h e Physiotherapy Centre, a clinic
specialising in Women’s Health related
issues has grown from strength to
strength following its birth in 2007. Sarah Norris,
Clinic Director is passionate about Women’s
Health and has dedicated the past 12 years to
growing a comprehensive pelvic health service,
serving the population of South Liverpool and
more recently North Liverpool with the opening
of its newer Crosby Clinic that opened its doors
in June 2017.

Hand in hand with the move the clinic launched
its new PelviPower clinics and state of the art
treatment facilities for treating common pelvic
health related conditions including urinary
incontinence, prolapse and post child birth
related issues.

More recently The Physiotherapy Centre
relocated it South Liverpool clinic to a dedicated
treatment centre with a gym, exercise studios
and its own customer car park based at 106
Mather Avenue, Liverpool.
The clinics also provide postnatal Mummy MOT
Appointments (comprehensive abdominal
and pelvic floor checks / screening during
and after pregnancy), real time ultrasound to
view the abdominal wall when necessary and
physiotherapy led pregnancy and postnatal
classes.

“ Many people are unaware that

Detailed Mummy MoT
postnatal checks at
The Physiotherapy Centre.
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physiotherapy can help with
their pelvic floor problems and
pregnancy related issues including
abdominal wall separation. We
have Chartered Physiotherapists
with specialist training that can
assess and treat these areas”
Sarah Norris, Clinic Director

Pregnancy
BIG NEWS - PELVIPOWER CLINICS
Our newly introduced pelvipower clinics provide
state of the art technology to revolutionise
the way pelvic floor disorders are treated. A
combination of magnetic field therapy and
biofeedback provides a safe NON SURGICAL
solution for many common pelvic, urinary and
sexual health issues in men and women.
Independent research has confirmed that
Magnetic Field Therapy is a highly effective
non-surgical treatment option for Stress Urinary
Incontinence. PelviPower is the world’s leading
technology in the area of Magnetic Field
Therapy and The Physiotherapy Centre is the
only clinic in Merseyside to offer the pelvipower
state of the art treatment centres.
• PelviPower training combines Magnetic
Field Therapy with non-invasive
PelviPower Bio-Feedback-Training
• This simple and painless training has a
stronger effect than conventional pelvic
floor exercises or independent training

“I have just had an amazing mummy MOT

• The intensity of PelviPower Magnetic
Field Therapy produces results in a much
shorter time and research indicates that
the results tend to last longer

session with Harriet at The Physiotherapy
Centre. It took me such a while to find the
right support to help me address health
issues lingering 20 months after giving
birth and making my life difficult, including
incontinence, back pain and general weakness
of my core muscles”
Client Review

• Because strengthening the pelvic floor
improves awareness of it, contracting
these muscles in your day to day
activities becomes much easier
A minimum of 8 treatment sessions are
recommended and packages start from £350
for 4 pelvipower treatment sessions.

MUMMY MOT APPOINTMENTS
Up to half of all women experience weakness
in both the abdominal muscles and pelvic floor
muscles after pregnancy and up to a third still
have a gap in their tummy muscles at 8 weeks
post birth. This can cause instability or poor
core strength leading to women developing
pelvic or back pain or bladder, bowel and sexual
dysfunction.
These conditions do not have to be something
you should just put up with as a result of having a
baby. We have specialist practitioners trained to
provide comprehensive postnatal assessments.

“

The staff at The Physiotherapy Centre are
knowledgable and understand Women’s health
issues. I was provided with a comprehensive
treatment programme by Sarah and most
importantly reassurance. I wish I had found
them with my other two
pregnancies.”
Client Review

for more information visit

thephysiotherapycentre.com
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Pregnancy

INSTA-SCAN
New to Liverpool, Bump to Bundle
describe themselves as the UK’s 1st
Luxury Instagrammable Private
Baby Scanning Studio.

B

ump to Bundle proudly describe
themselves as providing the UK’s
First luxury ‘instagrammable’ Private
Baby Scanning Studio, allowing families to
bond with their bumps.
Based in Liverpool, Bump to Bundle Scanning
Studio use the most current technology,
providing private non-diagnostic scans,
capturing stunning images of your baby.
Bump to Bundle Scanning Studio understand
how precious this time is and are delighted to
be a part of your pregnancy journey.

Charlie Philips from Bump to Bundle says:
“Creating a beautiful experience for all
expectant parents - Our luxury scanning
studio and friendly team are dedicated to
making your scan experience something you
will always cherish.”
Offering 2D, 3D, 4D, HD Live options and
even the opportunity to host a gender
reveal or fabulous babyshower for the
expectant parents. Appointments can be
booked online via our website.

bumptobundle.co.uk

The UK’s 1st Luxury ‘instagrammable’
Private Baby Scanning Studio.
Using the most current technologies,
we provide private non diagnostic scans,
capturing stunning images of your baby.
‘Creating a beautiful experience for all
expectant parents’ - Our luxury scanning
studio and friendly team are dedicated to
making your scan experience something
you will always cherish.

We offer 2D, 3D, 4D, HD Live,
Gender Reveals & Babyshowers.
Appointments can be booked
online via our website.

bumptobundle.co.uk

342 St Mary’s Rd,
Liverpool,
L19 0NQ
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info@bumptobundle.co.uk
bumptobundle

Why shouldn’t I use a
home doppler?
If you saw someone
collapsed in the street
would you check their
pulse and walk away?
Or would you call
an ambulance?
The same goes for your baby, if you
notice a change in your baby’s regular
pattern of movement, they could be
unwell. Do not take the presence of a
heartbeat that all is ok.
If your baby is unwell or in distress
the only time something can be
done is when there is a heartbeat.
When there is no heartbeat
it is too late.
If you notice a change in
your babies regular pattern
of movement call your midwife.

Do not use your
home doppler
for reassurance

www.kickscount.org.uk

kickscount

@kickscount

Pregnancy

Tips & Tricks for

Keeping Cool in Pregnancy

A

ny time of year can provide some discomfort
in pregnancy, but discomfort can be
heightened through the summer months and
particular in heatwaves.

for refreshing fresh juices or water. Enjoy a sweet
treat by making your own iced lollies from fruit and
yoghurt.

Many women experience spikes in their temperature
during pregnancy due to a variety of factors. During
pregnancy, the body circulates a third more blood!
This, paired with water retention can really take its toll
on and especially so on legs and feet, particularly in
summer.

Peppermint is cooling, invigorating and even has
nausea-relieving effects. Why not try soaking your
feet in a bowl of cool water, adding a couple of
drops of peppermint essential oil.

While a slight spike in temperature is normal, it is
important not to overheat. The right cooling tip and
tricks can enable you to stay safe and well during
the hotter months.
Stay Hydrated
This applies to any time in pregnancy, but
especially during the summer. Frequent trips to
the bathroom can often make women reluctant to
increase fluid intake, but water should be your best
friend in summer as it helps to regulate your body
temperature.
If your body is well hydrated then it is able to release
heat, primarily through sweat, much easier. It is
recommended that pregnant women drink between
8-12 glasses of water, more than this if you are
engaging in exercise.
Swim or take a cool bath
To avoid the risk of overheating, finding a local pool
or simply running a cooler bath can provide relief
from swelling and minimise stress.
Enjoy cooler food and drink
Try to eat cold food and avoiding hot drinks, opting

Peppermint Essential Oil

Stay indoors or in the shade
Don’t push yourself to be involved in too many
outdoor activities if you’re finding the westher is
too hot to handle. You have the perfect excuse to
sit indoors or in some shade and relax. A nap can
also help to regulate your temperature as you use
less energy than when mobile.
Wear loose, light clothing
Light materials allow your skin to cool quicker.
Light colours are especially cooling as lighter
colours absorb less heat and linen in particular is
one of the most breathable fabrics.

HOT PRODUCTS FOR
Keeping Cool in
Pregnancy

Mama Mio Lucky Legs Cooling
Leg Gel combines stimulating
essential oils with Ginger Root and
Murumuru Seed Butter to invigorate
and hydrate, whilst Menthol and
Chamomile ease muscle discomfort
R.R.P £19.50

/ShootingStars2019
/ShootingStars2018

Handmade Children’s Clothing and Accessories

shootingstarswithkate.co.uk
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Klean Kanteen Insulated Classic
20oz is based on our classic stainless
steel water bottle combined with
Climate Lock™ double-wall vacuum
insulation, keeping drinks hot for 20
hours and iced for 50 hours! Klean
Coat™ powder coat finish is 4X
more durable, chip-resistant and
safe for people and planet £27.95
babipur.co.uk

Maternity
fashion
for pregnancy
& beyond
ENJOY
15% OFF*
CODE: MUMANDME

SER APHINE.COM
@ SeraphineM ater nity

*Available online or in store when you spend over
£80, until 30/09/19. Excludes Luxe, sale items & kits.

Pregnancy

Annabel Karmel’s

Pregnancy Portions
It’s important to top up your iron levels during pregnancy,
so give this tender beef stir fry a go.

TENDER BEEF STIR FRY
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

2 tbsp mirin (Japanese rice
wine)
2 tbsp soy sauce
2 tbsp hoisin sauce
1 tbsp water
1 tbsp cornflour
2 tbsp sesame oil
2 tsp honey
200 g sirloin steak, thinly
sliced
50 g small broccoli florets
75 g baby corn, thinly sliced
1/2 red pepper, cut into strips
1 pak choi, thinly sliced or
60g sugar snap peas
salt & pepper

1. Mix the mirin, soy sauce,
water and cornflour together
in a small bowl until smooth.
2. Heat a wok until hot.
Coat the steak slices in 1
tablespoon of sesame oil and
the honey and season with
salt and pepper. Quickly fry
over a high heat until brown
and just cooked.
3. Transfer to a plate.
4. Heat the remaining sesame
oil in the pan. Add the
broccoli and red pepper and
stir fry for 3 minutes.
5. Add the corn and sugar
snap peas or pak choi and stir
fry for another 2 minutes.
6. Add the sauce mixture and
bubble. Season. Toss together
until the sauce has coated the
vegetables and beef.
MAKES 2 PORTIO
NS
PREP: 5 MINS
COOKING: 8 MINS
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Annabel Karmel hasn’t just produced
fantastic weaning recipes, there are a
whole host of family meals and meals
for expectant Mums which can be found
at www.annabelkarmel.com

Every mum to be wants to eat the right
foods for both her and her baby. Here
you will find quick, easy and nutritious
recipes to enjoy whilst you are pregnant.

QUINOA SALAD
INGREDIENTS
200 g quinoa, rinsed
500 ml vegetable stock
6 spring onions
100 g roasted unsalted cashew nuts
3 tbsp olive oil
1 ½ tbsp lemon juice
1 large avocado or a good handful
of raisins
Quinoa (pronounced ‘keen-wha’)
is a gluten-free grain, rich in protein,
calcium & iron.

Birth &
Beyond

METHOD
1. Put the quinoa and stock in a
saucepan. Bring to the boil, then
reduce the heat and simmer until all
the liquid has been absorbed (approx
20 minutes).
2. Spread the quinoa out on a plate
to cool, then transfer to a bowl.
3. Stir in the onions, cashews, oil and
lemon juice and season to taste. Stir
in the raisins if using.
4. Chill until needed. If using
avocado, slice the avocado just
before serving and lay over the top of
the salad.

MAKES 2 PORTIO
NS
PREP: 10 MINS
COOKING: 20 MI
NS

BRULEE-STYLE STRAWBERRY DESSERT
INGREDIENTS
150 g strawberries, sliced
100 g blueberries
300 ml Greek yoghurt
4 tbsp demerara sugar
50 g Amaretti biscuits,
crushed
METHOD
1. Put the strawberries and

blueberries in the base of
four ramekins.
2. Spoon the yogurt on top.
3. Sprinkle over the
demerara sugar and top
with the crushed Amaretti
biscuits.
4. Chill in the fridge for one
hour.
MAKES 4 PORTIO
NS
PREP: 5 MINS +
1 HOUR CHILLING

New Complete Baby &
Toddler Meal Planner
25th Anniversary Edition

Pregnant or
had a baby in the
last 12 months?
You are entitled to claim
free prescriptions if you have
a valid Maternity Exemption
Certificate. Speak to your GP
or midwife who will be able
to help you get one.
nhsbsa.nhs.uk/matex

Check before you tick

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Birth &
Beyond

?

ASK the

Exper t

Each issue we will be putting YOUR questions to our panel of experts.
This issue, we feature advice and recipes from Food Baby Expert and Founder
of ‘Mimi’s Bowl’, Miriam Cooper in partnership with Aveeno Baby on
allergens in baby food and the support offered at Mimisbowl.com

How does AVEENO® Baby help you?
For as long as I can remember, I’ve had sensitive
skin so I understand the importance of taking
care of both what my family eats and what we
put on our skin. I had used AVEENO®’s skincare
range on my own skin to soothe and protect it, so
once I had children I knew that AVEENO® Baby
would offer exactly what I need: gentle, effective
moisturisation for delicate skin that also helps to
improve the skin’s natural protective barrier.
Is there a particular product that has helped?
I’m a big fan of the Dermexa balm and cream,
which has been clinically proven to soothe skin
with immediate effect and help strengthen the
skin’s moisture barrier.
What inspired you to create Mimi’s bowl?
After the arrival of my daughter in September
2014 and whilst on maternity leave, I found myself
needing to completely re-think how I cooked.
Suddenly I was faced with the same pressures
other parents faced feeding their babies and the
frustration of learning and adapting to what
your baby does and doesn’t like. I had several
major episodes of “babyfood” panic: an anxiety

KOKO Dairy Free Milk
“Having a cow’s milk allergy, I enjoy
many alternative milks, but this is
now a favourite! This milk comes
with the added bonus of 9 vitamins
and minerals. It is slightly thicker
in consistency and makes a great
addition to your cereal at breakfast.
My children and I just loved it!” Gill,
Mum of two reviewing for Mummy
and Me Magazine - Available from all
good supermarkets.
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about how to feed your baby and what to feed
your baby. This feeling was exacerbated by the
time-short, exhausted and overwhelmed feelings
I experienced as a new parent, so I wanted to
create an online community for other parents
to share practical recipe ideas. And Mimi’s Bowl
was born! To this day my site and Instagram
allow me to connect with other parents and
exchange recipes, tips, and share our experience
of parenthood with one another.
Do you have a favourite family meal that
you’d like to share with us?
A quick, easy and nutritious staple in my home
is overnight oats. One of my top tips is soaking
the oats first, before cooking them. There are
valuable health benefits to soaking oats as it
helps the starches break down, soothing your
baby’s digestion.
Ingredients
§ 20g normal porridge oats, gluten free
§ 130ml milk, or your usual milk, dairy/ or
non-dairy
§ 1/2 tablespoon of natural yogurt, dairy or
non-diary
§ 1/2 apple, cored, peeled and grated
§ 80g fresh blueberries
To cook
Take a bowl and combine the oats, milk, yogurt
and grated apple together. Soak overnight for 12
hours+. In the morning take a saucepan and add
the soaked oat mixture.Cook on a low heat for
4-5 minutes, or until the oats are completely soft,
piping hot and cooked through. Set aside to cool.
To make the blueberry compote, take the fresh
blueberries and add to a pan with a tablespoon
of water.Cook for 2-3 minutes until the blueberries are bursting, then blend until smooth.
For babies under 1 years: you can blend the
cooked oats using a hand blender; adding a
little boiled water, until smooth. Stir through a
spoon of the fresh blueberry compote.

MetaniumUK

MetaniumUK

Early
Years

Spotlight on

Weaning

This issue we take a look at how to start your
weaning journey with your baby. This can be both
an exciting and daunting time, but we are here to
help. We have some great advice from top children’s
nutritionist Annabel Karmel and some great product
suggestions that we have tried and tested.

S

ome mums feel sad that weaning signals the
end of the teeny tiny baby stage, but weaning
offers a real opportunity to bond –
and it’s a bit of an adventure too!

It can help to establish a routine and have meals
around the same time each day. To begin with, give
just one feed a day, around midday, and gradually
increase to breakfast, lunch and dinner.
When you start, it can be a good idea to give baby a
little milk before the solids to stop frustrations arising
if he is very hungry and struggling to get to grips with
the new skills required to satisfy his appetite. Always
introduce new foods at the beginning of the day so
that if there is going to be a reaction it is less likely to
occur in the middle of the night.
Babies sometimes find the process of weaning a little
clinical and miss the comfort of sucking milk. When
offering your baby her very first taste or two you may
find it easier to hold her on your lap so that she feels
loved and secure.

Babies are unable to lick food off a spoon with their
tongues, so choose a small shallow plastic weaning
spoon so she can take some food with her lips.
When babies feed from the breast or a bottle they
instinctively push their tongue forwards – this is called
the tongue thrust reflex. Your baby needs to learn to
swallow solids and not push her tongue forwards. If she
can’t get on with a spoon, dip a clean finger into the
puree and let her suck your finger for a few mouthfuls.
You don’t need to sterilise your baby’s spoons or
bowls, simply wash them in a dishwasher. After all,
your baby puts everything in reach into her mouth and
none of these are sterilised. However it’s important to
sterilise your baby’s bottles and teats as warm milk is
the perfect breeding ground for bacteria.
You will find that your baby will let you know how much
she needs to eat; some foods such as carbohydrates
will fill her more quickly than fresh fruit and vegetables;
when she appears to be full, or resists your attempts to
feed her, it’s time to stop.

Baby-safe jewellery and accessories for
modern mamas, handmade in North Wales

fableandroo.com / @fableandroo
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Early
Years

First foods should be simple and easy to digest
and unlikely to provoke an allergic reaction. Start
with single ingredients with a nice soft texture; root
vegetables and ripe fruits are popular as they are
naturally sweet and can be easily pureed to a smooth
texture. Mixing them with a little breast or formula
milk can ease the transition.
Don’t add salt to your baby’s food and don’t use
stock cubes or gravy, as they’re often high in salt.
Remember this when you’re cooking for the family, if
you plan to give the same food to your baby.
Your baby doesn’t need sugar. By avoiding sugary
snacks and drinks (including fruit juice and other
fruit drinks), you’ll help to prevent tooth decay. Use
mashed banana or other fruits, breast milk or formula
milk to sweeten food, if needed.
If your baby makes a fuss and won’t eat, try to stay
relaxed. If you and baby get anxious you’ll be feeding
off each other’s frustrations, and that has the potential
to suck all the fun from the foodie experience.
If things are not going according to plan, perhaps
wait a few days before you try again, or prepare a
runnier puree that is easy for baby to swallow.
Letting baby taste food from your (clean) finger can
help spoon suspicious babies.

Make mealtimes easier...
OXO TOT SUCTION PLATE - An
innovative product that allows the
plate to stay in place to prevent extra
mess at mealtimes. Around £19
BABY-TO-LOVE EASY UP BOOSTER
(PORTABLE HIGH CHAIR) - perfect
for eating out or at a grandparent’s
house. Its light weight, attractive
design and easily wipeable fabric
meant this was a huge hit with our
reviewer! £29.95 babytolove.co.uk
MILTON
ANTIBACTERIAL
WIPES Kill
99.9% of germs
on surfaces such as highchairs.
From most supermarkets.
VINERS JUNGLE 4PCE KIDS
CUTLERY SET GIFTBOX - when
your child outgrows their toddler
cutlery, the children’s range from
Viners offers a ‘grown up’ feel at a
smaller manageable size. £13.50
Viners.co.uk

The iconic STOKKE TRIPP
TRAPP® HIGHCHAIR was
the first chair of its kind when
designed by Peter Opsvik
in 1972. Its intelligent design
grows with your child, providing a
comfortable, ergonomic seat at any
age. It has been made to fit right up to your dining
table to bring your baby into the heart of your family,
allowing your little boy or girl to eat, learn, play and
develop alongside you. Available in over 20 colour
choices, this chair does not compromise on style and
in our opinion is one of the most sofisticated highchairs
on the market. A chair that grows with your child
means a long product life-span and money well spent
at around £210 from Amazon and all good stores.
BEABA BABY COOK SOLO
is a 4 in 1 food maker
that steam cooks, blends,
defrosts and reheats. steam
cooks quickly in 15 minutes
preserving flavours and
vitamins. There is a single
control button for both
cooking and mixing and it
has an ultra-compact design.

“This is an amazing prodict that

takes the stress out of weaning.
The BEABA Baby Cook Solo
allows you to steam fruit and
vegetables and blitz them to the
right consistency for any age. A very A very easy to
use product with an attractive sleek design, comes
with an easy to follow recipe book that includes
steaming times. It is extremely easy and quick to
clean would recommend to anyone with a little one
about to have solids.” Danielle, Mum of 2
£120 from Amazon.
mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Years

The Playbrush Smart Sonic is the electric
toothbrush that is able to optimize your child’s
oral care as well as responding with instant
feedback to the individual cleaning technique.

“My 10 month old has
enjoyed exploring all
the different sides to
the cubes and taking
the pieces out and
placing them back
again.”
Mum to Isabel

Hape Shape Sorting
Box, £14.64 from
Amazon

loves

mummy and me
Our Top 3
Books
Tap Dancing
Pigeon of
Covent
Garden by
Serena
Hassan
“A fun and
exciting story with beautiful
illustrations. A story that keeps
you enthralled throughout.”
Mummy and Me
Whizzy Willow’s
First Day at
School by Billie
Rayatt
“A unique story
with likeable
characters that
great for any
child who is starting school
to relate to. It explores the
emotions you feel starting
school and being new. ”
Mummy and Me

books, toys, games
and products we have
tried, tested and love!

Baby To Love - My First Learning
Cubes - 12 tactile cubes in pastel
colours that are easy for little ones
to grasp and to stack. Each cube
displays a shape, number, an animal,
objects to count and a pattern.
Babytolove.org

I Love My
Teacher
by Giles
Andreae
and Emma
Dodd
“A lovely
story with
beautiful illustrations.
Great to read to little ones who
are starting school or makes
a great end of year gift for a
special teacher.”
Mummy and Me
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“The Playbrush Smart
Sonic is a fantastic
product that has made
an every day task fun
and enjoyable. My 3 year
old little boy has loved
completing the games
while brushing his
teeth.” Mum to Lewis
Playbrush.com
£34.99
Minene Mi
Booster - £26
Minene.co.uk

“A great product that gives little
ones a extra boost if they have outgrown
a high chair but are too little at a table. A
beautiful design with handy pockets for
keeping crayons and toys in” Mum of two

Jungle Bingo (Laurence King)
“An excellent game for any animal fanatics.
My 3 year old has loved playing this game
which includes a variety of common and
more exotic animals. Excellent quality game
with beautiful design.” Danielle, Mum of 2.

Whether for the start of the new school term, or for
travelling on holiday - this Summer make sure you
check out the fabulous range of backpacks and
trolleys from Samsonite. One of our favourites is
the Colourful Funtime School Trolley. It’s clever
design means that your child has the option to
use this as a regular backpack or pull-along. With
a wide variety of colourful, themed prints and unique
decorations. These spacious, featured and practical back to
school backpacks and wheeled backpacks were designed
with bold and trendy 5-12 year olds in mind. Each colourway
comes with a matching badge, rubbery zipper puller and 3-D
patch on the front pocket. Going back to school has never
been so exciting! - £109 Samsonite.co.uk
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The perfect combination
of classic simplicity &
timeless style.

DREAMBOX
Toy Boxes
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Made by
master
carpenters
from forest
friendly wood.
Personalise
with any name
and message

Finished in non
toxic paint in any
colour you choose

Handmade
with
Love

We create clothing that your little ones will love
to wear everyday and for special occasions.

whiterose
creationsirl

whiterose
creations_irl

www.kids-dreambox.co.uk
Dreambox.toyboxes

Would you consider
becoming an egg donor?
If you are between 21 and 35 years
old and would like to receive more
information regarding egg donation,
please phone the Ovum Donation
Coordinator at Liverpool Women's
Hospital on
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0151 702 4212

and quote reference number 573R
SAT 3rd AUGUST

BUSTED
PIXIE LOTT

e2019amendedPROOF3.indd 1

SUN 4th AUGUST

MR TUMBLE

DreamboxToyboxes14page2019.indd 1

04/08/2019 17:46
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TWO INCREDIBLE DAYS STUFFED WITH LOADS OF
TV STARS, BANDS, SHOWS, RIDES AND FAMILY FUN!

SUNDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER
START TIME 10:15AM
CROXTETH HALL AND COUNTRY PARK
Join us. Join In

ENTER ONLINE AT www.alderheycharity.org
@AlderHeyCharity

@ alderhey _inspired

#TogetherForAlderHey

CROXTETH COUNTRY PARK. LIVERPOOL
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School Holiday Planner - August

Use this handy planner to find out some of the fun events planned across the
region and to add your own plans for the school holidays.

1

ULTIMATE BRICK
SAFARI LEGO at
Knowsley Safari
Park (dates in Jul,
Aug & Sept)

2

5

6

9

10

13

14

17

MR TUMBLE
TEDDY BEAR’S
PICNIC, Deysbrook
Village, Liverpool
EventBrite

21
25
29

18
22

CHESHIRE GAME
& COUNTRY FAIR
Clay House Farm,
Tabley, Knutsford

PEDAL AWAY
KNOWSLEY
Family Bike Ride
5-5.45pm
Court Hey Park

3
CHILDREN’S
PIRATE PARTY
Sefton Park Palm
House, Liverpool
2pm
WAR HORSE
FAMILY EVENT
Ambassador
Theatre Group,
Liverpool Empire

FAMILY FUN DAY
Delamere
Community
Centre,Birkenhead
1-4pm

KIDSFEST 2019
Stanley Park &
Gardens, Liverpool

CREEPY CRAWLY
SHOW Gordale
Garden Centre,
Neston, South
Wirral 11am-2pm

WE’RE GOING ON
A BEAR HUNT
The Lowry Theatre,
Pier 8, The Quays,
Salford

7

KIDS CLUB - THE
INCREDIBLES
Camp & Furnace
Liverpool 12pm

11
15

FAMILY FUN DAY
Inglewood Manor,
Ellesmere Port
12-5pm

SUMMER ACTIVITY
DAY Greenbank
Sports Academy
10-4pm for Disabled
Children 8yrs+

19
23

26

27

30

31
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4

BBC SUMMER
SOCIAL
Croxteth Hall &
Country Park,
Liverpool

8
12

LITTLE BUDS
WORKSHOP 0-5 yrs,
Storyhouse, Chester
1pm
Liverpooltheatres.com

16
20

LIVERPOOL
INDOOR FUNFAIR
Exhibition Centre,
Liverpool

24
28

FAMILIES
TAKEOVER FACT
- 88 Wood Street,
Liverpool 11-3pm
EventBrite

JUST SO FESTIVAL
Rode Hall &
Garden, Cheshire
10th Birthday
Edition

HAPPY KIDS
YOGA 5-9 YEARS
Tatton Park,
Knutsford, Cheshire
1-2pm

CHESHIRE GAME
& COUNTRY FAIR
Clay House Farm,
Tabley, Knutsford

IN THE NIGHT
GARDEN LIVE
Palace Theatre,
Manchester 1pm
Tickx.co.uk

With its ingenious integrated ride on board, lightweight chassis, generous basket,
and ability to convert into a double or twin pushchair, the brand new iCandy Orange
can cater to any parent’s needs. The Orange travel system allows over 30 unique
configurations to provide ultimate flexibility.

Find your local iCandy stockist at
www.icandyworld.com

Early
Years

Our say on
your stay

REVIEWED
by Gill Pryce

Mum of two, Gill Pryce tells all about
her recent stay at top family, five-star
destination - Ribby Hall Village.
Ribby Hall Village is the only 5
star holiday village in the North
West of England – Enjoy a UK
family short break, holiday
or weekend break set across
over 100 acres of Lancashire
countryside.

Village
Happy faces at Ribby Hall

To book your stay or find out more
visit RibbyHall.co.uk

D

uring the Easter Break, we enjoyed a
stay at beautiful Ribby Hall Village set
in beautiful Lancashire landscape.

From the moment we arrived, friendly staff
were on hand to welcome us. From the outset,
it was clear to see why Ribby Hall Village has a
5* rating. From cleaning staff, to Entertainers
- staff were extremely professional and couldn’t
do enough to make our stay as comfortable
and enjoyable as possible.
ACCOMMODATION
Ribby Hall Village offers a variety of styles of
accommodation, we stayed in Poppy Cottage
which really was a home from home. The
accommodation is a spacious, three bedroom
cottage featuring; two twin rooms each
furnished to a high standard and offering plenty
of storage (ideal for all our children’s clothing
and belongings), a master bedroom complete
with en suite, a very spacious family bathroom,
a lounge and kitchen-diner.
Since it can be difficult to shower very young
children, it was great to see that the family
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bathroom had both a shower and bath. The
cottage is fully equipped with everything you
would expect; towels, bedding, iron etc. The
décor was tasteful and homely and the beds
and seating in the cottage were extremely
comfortable. Our accommodation was certainly
blissful to return to after our fun-filled days.
At the rear is a seating area for each cottage
which then leads onto a communal area. My
children thought we had our own ducks as
each morning they were excitedly quacking at
our back door once they heard the children
awake inside!
FAMILY FUN ON OFFER
Our first day, we headed out to explore what
Ribby Hall Village had
to offer and walk to
‘The Island’ to check
out some activities.
‘The Island’ is a haven
of fun with options
to hire bikes, use
the climbing wall

Climbing
Wall

and even pedalos (all charged seperately).
We couldn’t resist the pedalos which were
so much fun for our whole family and our
children loved the climbing wall.

Pedalos at
Ribby Hall
Village

Early
Years

The site offers a couple of great children’s
play areas. One tailored especially for younger
children and another for older ones featuring a
zip wire and climbing pyramid.
Also on site is ‘The Wild Discovery’, a small
petting zoo that at certain times of the day has
interactive sessions for children to get up close
with the animals and learn more about them
from the staff.
Use of the swimming pool is included in the
price, this was my children’s personal favourite.
The swimming area features slides, a pirate
ship, a 1.2m swimming pool and hot tubs.
The changing facilities were immaculate and
spacious, many offering baby change facilities
too! It is advisable to book beforehand or wait
until later in the day to use the swimming area
as this does get especially busy between 10am
and 2pm. Grown ups who are not minding
children also have use of an adult only 25m
pool, sauna and steam room.
SEASONAL ACTIVITIES
Ribby Hall Village offers seasonal activities
throughout the year. Staying during the Easter
break we enjoyed Easter themed activities such
as the Easter Egg Hunt with clues hidden all
over the site. My eight year old especially loved
this. The staff who organised it were great fun!

fantastic and the staff were too! I have an
Epi pen for a cows milk allergy and they were
very accommodating and went out of their
way to ensure we enjoyed our meal. The Bar
and Grill, is another eatery that we visited for
lunch and again staff and food were faultless.

We had a fabulous stay and will certainly be
rebooking in the future, we can’t wait to go back!
We went to various kids clubs activities during
With a deposit of £25 to mark it’s 25th year in
our stay, the children loved them all but my
the holiday business, what better time to book
favourite activity was the
your holiday at Ribby
Famliy Fun Afternoon.
We had a fabulous stay and Hall Village!
The staff and especially
will certainly be rebooking in the ABOUT RIBBY HALL
the entertainer brought
future,
we can’t wait to go back! ” VILLAGE
a great atmosphere to
the room and it was
In 1994, Bill Harrison took a risk of an
very interactive with both Parents/Carers and
investment at a time the country was emerging
children. I even won the dance competition and
from a deep recession, buying a rundown plot
was very proud of my balloon prize!! If there was
of land in the picturesque village of Wrea Green
one activity to choose during your stay, it would
just outside Blackpool. It was home to a few
certainly be this one!
caravans and a couple of cows sheds but he had
big plans to turn it into something very special.
Evening entertainment has different acts
which are great for the whole family and if the
Joining his Father in 1995 Paul Harrison
children get itchy feet, there is a small arcade,
helped build the first holiday cottage with a
pool tables and soft play area all within the Bar
further 20 planned. Fast forward to today and
and Grill eatery.
Ribby Hall Village welcomes tens of thousands
DINING
of guests each year. The site still remains a
family business.
The restaurant ‘Terrazza is next to reception
To book your stay or find out more
and I highly recommend a visit, the food was

“

visit RibbyHall.co.uk
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Business

&Babies

Going ZaZa
over books
Mumpreneur Danni
tells us how her and her
daughter’s love of books
inspired her new business
ZaZa’s Storybox.

“

I absolutely love what I do. I feel
incredibly lucky that I am able to do
something that I am so passionate
about whilst being at home with my little
ones. I am Mummy to a beautiful daughter
(age 2) and a gorgeous little boy (3 months),
and I run ZaZa’s Storybox.
I launched ZaZa’s Storybox to inspire
more families to read to their little ones
from day one. Babies
develop so quickly, from
the moment they are born
they are developing skills
they will need to read
and write. It makes me
sad that more and more
parents are turning to
technology instead of snuggling up and
reading a story together.

Words by Danni Perkins

Juggling business with two
little ones isn’t easy but it
does make you focus on the
task in hand when you have
a very short amount of time
to do it. I feel empowered
making my own decisions
ZaZa’s Storybox
and enjoy being my own
boss…although it feels like my
toddler is the boss at times! Nap times
are precious, as are
evenings when it comes
to getting things done.

“ I feel empowered

making my own
decisions and enjoy
being my own boss”

My daughter and her love of books is
the inspiration for ZaZa’s Storybox.
Reading to her has helped her
imagination develop, encouraged two-way
communication, taught her to listen and
respond, and set the foundations for her
future development. We’ve already started
reading books to our youngest from our
‘Newborn Storybox’ and love seeing how he
responds to black and white images.
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Featuring reputable
brands, our Storyboxes
contain reading tips,
durable books to
withstand busy little hands, and a toy to
complement the themed Storybox.”
Visit www.
zazastorybox.com
to find out more
or find them on social
media

@zazastorybox

o m b irth
Sta rt fr

Find us on
Facebook

For Kids
Baby Equipment
Crèche, Kids’ Club
Petting Farm
Swimming &
Tennis Lessons
and more...

2, 3 & 5 bedroom
accommodation available

Discover Fun For Kids
Relaxation For Parents

For Parents
Expert Wine Tasting
Spa Treatments
Gourmet Meals
Babysitting
Washing &
Ironing Service
and more...

Quality Family Time Together
Hidden away on 30-acres of farmland in the South of
France, Country Kids is an ideal escape for families.
With Kids Clubs for every age, tractor rides with farmer
Syl every morning, and date nights for Mum & Dad
– there’s no better place to escape and reconnect as a
family.

info@country-kids.fr
www.country-kids.fr
Reservations:
Sylvain & Laure +33 (0)6 77 54 56 00

Daddy
and Me

Postnatal Depression in Dads

Spotting the Signs

HAVING A BABY IS A LIFE-CHANGING, OVERWHELMING
AND EXCITING TIME FOR BOTH MUMS AND DADS.

I

t ’s quite often cited that many women
suffer from postnatal depression
(PND) after giving birth, in fact,
at least 1 in 10 women is thought to
experience PND.

hormonal changes, and similarly to women,
men might also experience hormonal changes
which may be a contributing fact to postnatal
depression.
This could
include a change
in testosterone,
oestrogen, cortisol,
vasopressin, and prolactin during the
period after their baby has arrived. Previous
studies have even found a link between
becoming a new father and experiencing a
drop in testosterone levels.

Dads also have a lot to take
on board and adjust to.

But, what’s talked
about less is that
new dads can also
experience feelings of depression following the
birth of their child. Research has found, that
similarly to new mums, up to 1 in 10 new
fathers experience PND.

With money worries, juggling work and home
life, sleep deprivation and new responsibilities
to contend with, dads also have a lot to take
on board and adjust to. To add to this, some
new dads may also feel guilty about returning
to work, especially after seeing what their
partner must go through with breastfeeding, for
example. Being at work all day can also make
it more difficult to bond with their newborn,
which can also lead to feelings of sadness or
helplessness.
With many health professionals focused on the
health of the mother, unfortunately postnatal
depression in men often goes undiagnosed.
Hormonal changes
Postnatal depression is not just caused by
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The symptoms
The most common time that men might start
to experience the symptoms of postnatal
depression is often between 3 and 6 months
after the birth.
Men and women experiencing postnatal
depression can display similar symptoms.
Many of these feelings will also look like
those of ordinary depression and some may
just be put down to the everyday stresses of
having a newborn baby.
If a loved one or someone close to you
has recently had a baby, here’s a list of
the symptoms associated with postnatal
depression in men and women to look out for:

Daddy
and Me

Feelings of fear, confusion, helplessness
Low mood or mood swings
Feelings of sadness or despair
Feelings of worthlessness, hopelessness
or guilt
Loss of interest in everything, an
inability to feel pleasure or enjoyment
Feelings of anxiety, irritability or anger
Inability to sleep properly
Loss of appetite or increased appetite
(comfort eating)
Low energy, feelings of exhaustion
Lack of confidence in looking after
your baby
Lack of interest in sex or your partner
Alarming thoughts (e.g. harming your
baby or suicide)
Poor concentration
These aren’t all the symptoms associated
with PND, and they can just be the normal
emotions experienced after the birth. However,
if these symptoms persist and build up, it
could be PND. This can happen so gradually
that some fathers may not even realise that
they are suffering from depression.

relationships with their partners
and families, as well as their baby.
It’s also important to remind new
parents that admitting you’re feeling depressed
isn’t a sign of weakness or failure, and it can
happen to anyone.
Help out where you can
Reassuring them that it will get better will go
a long way in helping improve their mental
state, as will offering to help with the baby.
Offer the parents the chance to have some
space away from the baby, even if it’s just for
a quick bath or a trip to the shops, whilst you
take care of the baby. It will help provide some
much needed ‘me’ or ‘us’ time.
Get professional help
Advise them to visit their GP. They will be
able to provide expert care and tailor suitable
treatment. The type of treatment they may
be offered will depend on a number of things,
including what symptoms they have been
demonstrating (and how severe they are),
whether they’ve had depression or other
mental health problems before and what
type of treatment they would prefer. This
could include: counselling, CBT or
antidepressants.

How can you help?
It’s important for new parents, both mothers
and fathers, to feel supported, so try to check
in on them as much as possible. If you’re
concerned about a loved one who may be
suffering from these symptoms, here are a few
things you can do to help:
Remove the stigma
Often postnatal depression is seen as an illness
only women experience, and new fathers
are generally not screened for mental health
issues, however this is starting to change.
These gender expectations can lead new fathers
to repress feelings of depression or sadness.
So, if you spot these signs in a friend for family
member, try to educate them that men can
suffer from postnatal depression too and, if
fact, it could be as common as it is in women.
Speak to someone
If you think someone you know is showing
any of the signs of PND, suggest they seek
help, as it will not only allow them to recover
more quickly, but could also improve their
mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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WRITTEN BY REGULAR COLUMNIST NEIL SINCLAIR
A.K.A

EMOTIONS ARE
IMPORTANT
COMMANDO DAD BIO

Author Neil Sinclair is an ex-Royal Engineer Commando who served three tours in Norway, one in
Belize and six months in Iraq as part of Operation Desert Storm. But none of that prepared him
for the bomb that went off when his first child arrived. Ex-Commando now father of three and
bestselling parenting author lists Prince William, Prince Harry and Andy Murray among his followers
and has been a regular columnist in Mummy and Me Magazine since 2013.
BEING A COMMANDO DAD
Emotions are important. But within seconds of
the birth of your trooper you will know how you
feel. I felt love, fear, confusion, frustration and
awe, and that was within the first hour. My book
‘Commando Dad: Basic Training’ and articles
are intended to help you kow what to do.
As basic training manuals, my books can only
take you so far though. The rest is up to you. To
be an effective dad you need to supplement this
with a lot of practical experience. You need to
step up, get out there and do it. This brings me
to the first rue of being a Commando Dad:

It won’t feel like it now, but you have an
unbelievably short time with your troopers. There
aren’t even 2,000 days between birth and age
five, when your trooper starts school. In less
than 7,000 days from the day they’re born, your
trooper will be 18.
You may not be the full-time carer for your
trooper, you may see them only at weekends or
in the evenings, you may not be their biological
dad, but none of that matters. What matters is
that you make the time you spend together really
count. And the best way to do this is to apply
military precision to your parenting.

Take pride in your unit. Reduce unnecessary
stress and worry by gaining confidence in your
own skills. Be prepared. Act in a way benefitting
your Commando Dad status. You may not find it
easy - but then nothing worth doing is ever
easy.
To a child, a dad has many roles,
often falling somewhere between
Hero, Role Model and Protector.
You are now stepping into those
shoes. You owe it to yourself and your toopers - to be the best
dad that you can be.
COMMANDO DAD: BASIC TRAINING
My book ‘Commando Dad Basic Training’
is designed to be used by dads ‘in the field’ (i.e.
while you are actively engaged in parenting
manoeuvres), so I have taken a lot of care to
pack essential information into the book. There
is also a fully interactive website that provides
essential backup support to Commando Dad:
Basic Training: www.commandodad.
com. It features short, practical ‘how to’ videos
on essential skills such as holding, bathing and
burping your BT. And the all-important ‘How to
change a nappy’ video too, of course.
The site also contains a wealth of other resources
that new recruits to fatherhood will find useful.
BT: Baby Trooper
MT: mobile trooper. A trooper
that can shuffle, crawl, stand up
and, eventually walk.
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Have you got FOSH?
More than a quarter of parents have fear of the
school holidays, with the biggest struggles being
entertainment, childcare and cost.

A

s schools break up across the country,
there’s a rising panic among parents:
FOSH (Fear of the School Holidays). That’s
according to new research from family activity
app Hoop, which found that over a quarter of
parents of 5-16 year olds (26%, the equivalent
to 2.7M parents1) dread the summer holidays –
more than suffering from common fears such as
flying, needles, snakes, or confined spaces.
Keeping the kids entertained over the summer
is a struggle for half of parents (50%). Others
tussle with balancing childcare and work (48%),
worrying about keeping their kids active (40%),
or, most significantly, have concerns about the
cost of filling an entire summer with fun things
to do (66%).
Commenting on the findings, psychologist
Dr Dion Terrelonge said:
“The summer holiday is much longer than other
school breaks, and, for many parents, will feel
like an un-traversable chasm of time to be filled.
Fear of the summer holiday – like all fears – can
be characterised by moments or brief periods of
anxiety often about events yet to happen.
That’s why a parent facing a six-week break
with little or no plans may find this time
particularly difficult. Add to this the social
media pressures of seeing other families on
luxurious holidays and ever cheerily faced
children, and you have the perfect conditions for
negative self comparison and feelings of lacking
which may well be unfounded.”
Cost of the summer and childcare
It’s estimated that parents will spend £7.7
billion in total to entertain their children this
summer, at a total of £1,497 per family (with an
average of 1.8 kids).While most of this goes on
the family holiday (£860), a significant portion
also goes on day trips and activities (£316),
while other costs, such as food, snacks, toys

and games, also contribute to the total. And for
the 32% of parents who pay childcare, there’s
an extra £307 million (£187 each) to add to the
bill.
As a result, more than three quarters of parents
(76%) say that they can’t always afford the
cost of activities for their children in the school
holidays, and 16% admit to borrowing money to
fund their summer fun. In an attempt to save
some pounds, 58% of parents rely on family
members or friends to help look after their kids,
clocking up an average of nine days worth of
childcare. What’s more, a savvy 59% of parents
keep their eyes peeled for free activities.
Social media pressure and screen time
The majority of parents (82%) relish the
opportunity to spend more time with their
children over summer, yet many also feel
pressure from what they see other families doing
on social media. Over two-fifths (44%) say that
other families look like they are having more fun
online, with mums impacted the most (almost
30% more women than men say this).
Hoop’s Summer for Free Guide
Most families (77%) say they leave the
organisation of summer fun until the last
minute. Of these, more than half (56%) do
no planning until a week before the summer
holidays, and around one in six (16%) do no
planning at all. That’s why Hoop has teamed
up with author, podcast host and mum of three
Giovanna Fletcher to create a ‘Summer for
Free’ guide featuring advice and anecdotes from
parents. Hoop is also lifting the lid on 3 million
minutes of free activities and 75,000 activities
that are taking place for kids this Summer.
Parents can discover what’s on this summer
of kids across the country at hoop.co.uk/
summer-holidays or by downloading their free
app in the app store.
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Sticking to Sleep
Schedules in
School Holidays
Ensuring that your child understands and
cooperates with set routines can be difficult at
the best of times, and many of us will remember
all too well the long and often testing evenings
we have spent working to get our children to
stick to a specific bedtime routine.

Written with
TerrysFabrics.co.uk
stockists of children’s
Blackout curtains for
a better night’s sleep.

he summer holidays offer an opportunity for
exciting activities and a break from the usual
day to day, however with this can often come
disruption to routine. Whilst the opportunity to stay up
past their usual bedtime and sleep in late the next day
can be an exciting prospect for younger children, this
behaviour can actually be relatively troublesome to your
child’s sleeping pattern.

T

KEEP THE TEMPERATURE STABLE

Whilst keeping a sleep routine over summer can be
tough, by persisting with specific processes in place,
back to school in September should be a doddle.
Here are five ways to support your child’s sleep routine
throughout the summer months.

MAKE THE ROOM AS DARK AS POSSIBLE

HAVE A REGULAR WAKE UP TIME
Waking up at different times each day can be
troublesome to children, so it’s important to ensure they
are getting up at the same time each day. Having a
regular wake up time is important in strengthening your
child’s body clock, and can also support both healthy,
and good quality sleep.
HAVE A RELAXING PRE-BED PERIOD
Too many activities close to bedtime can wreak havoc
with your child’s ability to both fall and stay asleep.
Schedule in some down time an hour or so leading up
to your child’s bedtime, whether that’s taking the time
to read a bedtime story or a warm pre-sleep bath.

We all know how difficult sleep can be in a hot and
stuffy room, and the summer months can bring this
challenge in abundance. If your child is waking up in the
night, chances are they could be overheating. Children
are most comfortable in rooms that are between 16 to
20 degrees Celsius, and anything above this can cause
potential discomfort.
The addition of bright light can cause chaos with
children’s sleep routines. Thicker curtains and blackout
blinds are an excellent way of ensuring that your child’s
room is as dark as possible for as long as possible and
should prove a useful solution in sticking to a summer
sleep routine. Heavy window treatments such as the
blackout curtains are also much more successful at
blocking out the midday heat.
DON’T WORRY TOO MUCH
If you’re struggling to stick to a routine, whether that’s
due to being in a different time zone or due to external
activities, don’t worry too much! Children are relatively
resilient and are able to adapt to new and different
environments over time. If your routine has broken
down over the summer holidays, plan to gradually
implement a step-by-step process that will ensure by
the first week of school, you’re back in regular order.

Whizzy WilloW’s First Day at school
Leaf the iPad Alone! - New Book Gets Kids Reading,
Learning & Laughing Uncontreelably!
Billie Rayatt’s ‘Whizzy Willow’s First Day at School’ is a charming and
beautiful book for young children, teaching them about
everyone’s unique qualities, the book’s unique cast of characters will
have young readers laughing, learning and always looking upwards!
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Available
from
Amazon
Waterstones
Xlibris
Google Books
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Getting

&
School Ready
You

Your Child

In preparation for school, Mummy and
Me have put together some useful tools
to help get your child ‘school ready’.
As the new academic year approaches, many parents
can feel anxious about the start of term. Perhaps this
is even your child’s first time at nursery or school and
you are anxious about how they will take to the new
routine (or indeed how you will)?
Being able to
dress themselves is
something very useful
at nursery or school.
Pacey (Professional
Association for
Childcare and Early
Years) offer some
great resources
including a ‘Ready, Steady Dress’ Dressing to Impress
worksheet. This is a FREE downloadable activity
sheet with images of school uniform for your child
to colour in and piece together. This is a great visual
when getting themselves ready. Visit pacey.org.uk and
search ‘being school ready’. Make sure your child’s
uniform is well labelled with their name and that they
have simple to fasten clothes and shoes to encourage
independence (and to help out the teacher who has
30+ children to assist).
A worry many parents have is whether their child will
make friends and be happy at school. When you
are out and about with your child encourage them
to ask the names of other children they encounter
when playing and to introduce themselves. Set a
good example to your child, don’t be shy yourself
and introduce yourself to other parents and perhaps
discuss arranging playdates outside of school.
Gross and Fine Motor skills are learnt through play
and ultimately lead to your child being able to write
using a pencil or to follow activities in the classroom.
To help these along the way you can; Play catch on
a regular basis, stack blocks together, ensure that
you child holds a pencil correctly, string beads on a
necklace and use safety scissors to cut out shapes.
At nursery/school, your child will begin to learn letters
and words. A great way to encourage this along is
to play ‘I-Spy’ whilst out and about with your child.

You will be amazed how quickly they pick this up and
enjoy impressing you with their knowledge!
Social and emotional development plays an
important role in your child’s academic learning. At
school your child will be expected to tidy up after
playing with toys. To encourage this at home, you
could implement a ‘ransom’ box for toys left out
after a set tidy-up. Taking turns and sharing, are both
things children can find difficult. Playing board games
encourages your child to learn to take turns. For 2-7
year olds, Orchard Toys offer some great games that
are simple to follow and fun to play. Visit orchardtoys.
com/games to view the range.
Children grow so fast, so enjoy every single moment
and don’t put pressure on you or your child to know
too much before they start school. Best of luck for the
new term!

SCHOOL TREND SETTER
LELLI KELLY
BLOSSOM UNICORN
INTERCHANGEABLE
STRAP SHOES 3 styles
of interchangeable straps,
making these shoes practical
enough for school, then in an
instant you can change them
into gorgeous party shoe with
a quick change of the straps.
R.R.P £54.90
CATH KIDSTON UP IN
SPACE KIDS BACKPACK
With an oversized hanging
loop and adjustable back
straps for easy carrying, twoway zip opening and spacious
front zip pocket. Made from
Up in Space oilcloth with red
trims. R.R.P £25.00
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Your chance
to WIN!

WIN

Your choice of
grey or pink

Explore
School Bundle

Give your kids an A-grade start to the
academic year with this perfect back to
school bundle from the Smiggle Explore
collection.

This bundle contains:
Explore Attachable Backpack
Explore Attachable Square Lunchbox
Explore Post Pencil Case
& a Smiggle drinks bottle!

Explore Attachable Backpack is sure
to be a winner with its new super
function! The side hooks allow the
matching Explore Square Lunchbox to
be attached to the front of the backpack.

For your chance to win, enter online at
www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
T&C’s: This competition is open to residents of the United Kingdom. There is no entry fee and no purchase necessary. The Prize is as stated, no cash
alternative will be offered. Closing date for entrants is Midnight on 30th September 2019. Winner will be selected at random and notified by Mummy
and Me Magazine. The Winner agrees to his/her name and contact details being passed on to Smiggle.

Your chance
to WIN!
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f you’re looking for a great place to take your children this
Summer, then Build-a-Bear is both a great experience and also a
great toy for them to treasure.

Cuddly toys have often provided great comfort to children.
With Build-a-Bear you are literally able to build your own bear;
deciding which style bear or character, whether you wish your
bear to make sounds, whether you would like your bear to have
a scent and even create their very own wardrobe. All of this
makes their Build-a-Bear extra special as they have customised
it themselves and brought it to life!
“I recently took my children to our local Build-a-Bear Workshop.
From the outset, the layout and bright colourful interior filled my
children with excitement for what lay ahead. Immediately they
explored the wide range of Build-a-Bear characters they could
choose from.
The staff are fantastic, they really help to bring magic to the whole
experience and offer great assistance (and also a lot of patience!).
The range to choose from features some well known characters
from Hasbro and other brands, these are slightly more expensive
than their own Build-a-Bear brand characters. There’s often offers
on in store, so if you’re on a budget (or have a big family like I do),
then you can subtly steer your children in the direction of their own
brand range which still offers plenty of choice - just at a lower price
tag!
Build-a-Bear is magical for children of all ages. My children range
from ages 1 to 7 and all equally enjoyed the experience and joined
in with the entire creation process. They thoroughly enjoyed being
able to choose what sound and scent their Build-a-Bear would
have (optional extras charged in addition to the bear and the staff
are very aware of this, always quietly asking me first if I would like
them to take part in each stage that involved paying extra. This
was something I was impressed by to avoid going over a budget
you may have or simply to avoid disappointing your child).
You also choose a heart to be inserted in your Build-a-Bear. The
staff take your child through a sequence of activities to do with
the heart including rubbing it on your arms to make the Builda-Bear good at cuddles, on your nose to make them nosey and
kissing the heart before inserting it into the bear to bring love
and your creation to life. You also get to name your Build-a-Bear
and create their very own birth certificate.
There’s then an array of optional extras you can choose from to
dress and accessorise your Build-a-Bear character. I was pleasantly
suprised at the cost of some of these items, but if you’re looking to
save on cost then these can always be another excuse to visit the
Build-a-Bear workshop on another day. Also making great presents
for relatives to purchase for special occasions. We will definitely
be visiting again soon!” Michelle Thompson, Mummy and Me

YOUR CHANCE TO
WIN A £100 GIFT CARD
TO SPEND AT
BUILD-A-BEAR
E-mail the word ‘Build a Bear’ along
with your name and postcode to
info@mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
or enter online at
www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
T&C’s: This competition is open to residents of
the United Kingdom. There is no entry fee and
no purchase necessary. The Prize is as stated, no
cash alternative will be offered. Closing date for
entrants is Midnight on 30th September 2019.
Winner will be selected at random and notified
by Mummy and Me Magazine. The Winner
agrees to his/her name and contact details being
passed on to BUILD-A-BEAR.
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